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BOOMTOWN BUILDSM Challenge

Welcome to Boomtown! Come join our team!
Boomtown is
growing. We need
your help!

Can you design and
create a building for
our town?

Be sure to share
what you learn!

Use your imagination and LEGO®
Education WeDo 2.0 to design and
program your Boomtown Build.
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Keep track of what you learn in your
Engineering Notebook, and tell
about it in a Show Me poster.

Welcome from May and Marco
Hi! I’m May.

We will be your guides for the
BOOMTOWN BUILDSM Challenge.

And I’m Marco.

Sometimes you will work with your whole team.
Sometimes you will work in a smaller group.
Write down who will be in May’s Group
and who will be in Marco’s Group.

Team Members
May’s Group

Marco’s Group

1)

1)

2)

2)

3)

3)
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Both groups will get to Explore, Create, Test, and Share!

TE
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SESSION 1: Welcome to Boomtown
Welcome to Boomtown! Boomtown looks a lot like your
community. A community is a place where people live,
work, and play.
Meet May and Marco. They live in Boomtown. They say
Boomtown is growing. It needs more buildings.
May and Marco want you and your team to design and create
a new building for Boomtown. It will be your Boomtown
Build.
May and Marco will help your team make a great building.
But first, they want you to think about the buildings in your
own community.

What buildings are part of your life?
Where do you live? Where do you go to school? Where do you go to
have fun?
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Create and Share
Choose a building in your community that you like. Draw a picture of it:

What do people do in this building? (circle one or more)
live

work

go to school

have fun

other: ____________________

Mini-Build 1: Build a LEGO® model of all or part of your chosen building.
What did you build?

Share what you made with a partner. Then share with your whole team. Tell each person
what you like best about what they built.
Work together to create one building by combining ideas and parts from all the models.
Include at least one idea from each person on your team.
Look at your team’s building, and ask:
Is it strong? Is it stable?
Can you shake it on the table?
Is it plain? Is it pretty?
Will it fit into a city?
Who will use it? What’s it for?
Who will be coming through the door?
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SESSION 2: Get Your Building Site Ready
May and Marco are excited to see your Boomtown Build! But before you start working on it,
you need to find a place to build it. This will be your building site.

Make a LEGO® crane to help you at your building site. Cranes pick things up
and move them from one place to another. How else could you use a crane?
What sounds and lights could you use to keep people safe at a building site?

Let’s get your building site ready!
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Create
May’s Group: Build the LEGO crane. How could you use it
to help you at your building site?
Marco’s Group: Build and program an alarm. Start with the
model and program below. How can an alarm help keep
people safe? What changes could you make to your alarm
to keep people safe at your building site?

Spy Robot

Program your model to play a sound
when it detects motion.

Share
Record your ideas below.
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SESSION 3: Be an Engineer
Architects design buildings. Builders build them. Many other people help
along the way.
Engineers design solutions to problems. They work with architects to solve
problems related to designing buildings. How strong does a building need to
be? What should it be made of? How tall should it be?
You are an engineer, too! May and Marco need your help to solve a problem. They are at a
new building that is being built in Boomtown. It has two floors. May has supplies in crates
on the ground. Marco is on the second floor. He needs the supplies. How can you use the
LEGO® crane to bring the crates to Marco? Work as a team to solve the problem!
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Create
Marco’s Group: Design and create a model of a building with two floors. Use a
baseplate for each level. How tall should the building be? Make sure your answer
will help your team solve the problem.
May’s Group: Use the LEGO crane to move the crates from the ground to the
second floor of the model building. Start with the program below. Then make any
changes that could help your team solve the problem better.

Crane

Program the crane to raise and
lower its platform.

Share
Record your ideas below. How well did your solutions work?
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SESSION 4: Make It Accessible
May and Marco are coming to visit your team. Look at the room around you. What would you
change to help them join you for a day? What would you keep the same?

Architects like you know that people have different needs. They try to make
sure that everyone can enjoy their buildings. An accessible building is easy
for all people to use.
Look at the picture below. It shows a door to a building. What could you
change to make it easy for everyone to get inside? Draw or write your
ideas below.

May and Marco will both want to use your Boomtown Build. Other people who have different
needs will want to use it, too. How will you make your building accessible to everyone? May
and Marco have some ideas for you to try!
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Create
May’s Group: Turn your LEGO® crane into an elevator.
Marco’s Group: Build and program a model of an
automatic door. Start with the model and program below.
Add LEGO elements to make the model look more like a
door. What changes could you make to help a minifigure in
a wheelchair use your door?
45810_BI_Bk3_V29_V143.indd 17

Flex

1/30/19 6:37 PM

Program your model to open and close.

Share
How could you use your models to make your Boomtown Build accessible? What
else could you do to make your building easy for everyone to use?
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SESSION 5: Make It Environmentally Friendly
May and Marco love nature. They are proud that Boomtown has some environmentally
friendly buildings. These are buildings that help keep Earth healthy.
Their school is an example. It has a garden on the roof. It also has solar panels. How do
these things help the school? How do they help May and Marco?

It can be very windy in Boomtown. What if the school could find a way to use
wind power, too?
What are some more ways to make a building environmentally friendly?
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Create
May’s Group: A wind turbine turns wind into power. Build and program a model of
a wind turbine. Start with the model and program below. What changes could you
make to help your wind turbine work better? How could you use a wind turbine as
part of your Boomtown Build?

Cooling Fan

Program your model to spin.

Marco’s Group: What are some other ways to make your Boomtown Build
environmentally friendly? Build a model to show your answer.

Share
Record your ideas below.
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SESSION 6: Make It Durable
There was an earthquake in Boomtown last year. Some buildings were damaged. Others were
fine because they were more durable. A durable building is strong. It can last a long time.

Do these buildings look durable? How can you tell?

May and Marco do not know if Boomtown will have another earthquake. But they need your
building to be durable, just in case.

How will you make your Boomtown Build durable? Draw a picture to show
your ideas.
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Create
Marco’s Group: Build and program an earthquake simulator to shake different
LEGO® buildings. How could you use what you learn to make a building that could
survive an earthquake in Boomtown?

Robust Structures

Program your model to simulate
earthquakes of different strengths.

May’s Group: What are some other types of natural disasters? How could you make
a building durable enough to survive one of them? Build a model to show your answer.

Share
Record your ideas below.
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SESSION 7: Keep Exploring
It’s almost time to start designing your Boomtown Build! There are many challenges to think
about as you work on your building. How can you make it easy for all people to use? How can
you make it friendly for the planet? How can you make it strong?

What other challenges could you face?

Keep exploring the challenges as you design and build. Try to find solutions!
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Create
May’s Group: You will need to include the LEGO® crane or elevator in your
Boomtown Build. How could you use one of them to help you solve a
challenge? Build and program a model to show your ideas.

Crane

Elevator

Program your model to go up and down.

Marco’s Group: One challenge that architects face is how to make sure their
buildings are useful. Think about the buildings in your community. Pick one that you
like to use. Build a model to show how you use it and what you like about it.

Share
Record your ideas below.
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SESSIONS 8 and 9: Create Your Boomtown Build
It’s time to create your Boomtown Build! It should show everything you have learned.

Your Boomtown Build should…
❑❑ Show an example of at least one of these:
• Accessible design
• Environmentally friendly design
• Durable design
❑❑ Show your solution(s) to any other challenge(s) that you explored
❑❑ Be made of only LEGO® elements
• You may use LEGO bricks, minifigures, baseplates, and other elements.
• You may NOT use glue, paint, or any other art supplies.
❑❑ Include the LEGO crane or elevator
❑❑ Have at least one motorized part programmed with LEGO ® Education WeDo 2.0
❑❑ Be no more than 30 in. (76 cm) long and 15 in. (38 cm) wide
Make a plan. Then start building! May and Marco can’t wait to see
what you create for Boomtown!
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Create and Share
Mini-Build: Build a model of a building that you would like to make for Boomtown.
What kind of building did you make?
Share what you made with your team. Tell each person what you like best about what they
built. Then decide as a team what to make for your Boomtown Build.
What kind of building did your team choose? What will it be used for?
How will you make your Boomtown Build accessible, environmentally friendly, and/or
durable?
Accessible:
Environmentally friendly:
Durable:
Did you explore any other challenge(s)? How will you show your solution(s)?
Challenge(s):
Solution(s):
How will you include the LEGO crane or elevator?
What part will you motorize?
Draw a design for your Boomtown Build:
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SESSIONS 10 and 11: Make Your Show Me Poster
You have learned so much about designing buildings! Now it is time to share what you
know. You will start by making a Show Me poster.

Your poster should have three main parts: Explore, Create and Test,
and Share.
You can use words, drawings, and photos on your poster. You can also attach small objects.
Our Team:

and Air:
BelowWater,
areEnergy,
some
ideas of what you could include in each part of your poster.
Designing Buildings:
Challenges and
Solutions:
Our Boomtown Build:
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Our WeDo 2.0 Program:

Explore
What did you learn about designing buildings?

What challenges did you explore?
❑❑ How to make buildings accessible
❑❑ How to make buildings environmentally friendly
❑❑ How to make buildings durable
❑❑ Other:
What solution(s) did you find for the challenge(s) that you explored?

Create and Test
What kind of building is your Boomtown Build?
How did you create it?
What part did you motorize?
How did you test and improve your WeDo 2.0 program?

Share
My name is
My favorite part of the BOOMTOWN BUILDSM season was

One thing I learned is

For fun I like to
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SESSION 12: Prepare to Share
There are many ways to share what you have learned.
You might:

Take part in a FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. Expo.
Invite your family and friends to a special team meeting or showcase.
No matter what you do, have fun! Display your Boomtown Build and Show Me poster. Tell
your audience how you made them. Explain how your WeDo 2.0 program works. Share
what you learned. Talk about any challenges you solved. When you are done, celebrate
with high-fives!
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These questions will help you think about what you would like to share.

Explore
• What did you learn about designing buildings?
• What challenges did you explore?
❑❑ How to make buildings accessible
❑❑ How to make buildings environmentally friendly
❑❑ How to make buildings durable
❑❑ Other:
• What solution(s) did you find for the challenge(s) that you explored?

Boomtown Build
• How did you decide what to create for your Boomtown Build?
• What part did you build? Why did you build that part?
• How did you use the LEGO® crane or elevator?
•W
 hat else would you like to share about your Boomtown Build?

WeDo 2.0 Program
• What part of your Boomtown Build is motorized? Why did you motorize and program
that part?
• Did you use any WeDo 2.0 sensors? If so, explain how you used the sensor(s).
• What else would you like to share about your WeDo 2.0 program?

Show Me Poster
• What did you include on your Show Me poster?
•H
 ow did you use teamwork to create your Show Me poster?
• What else would you like to share about your poster?

Write Your Own Questions
1)

2)

3)
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Descriptions
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Education
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Programming
Programming
Blocks
Blocks

FlowFlow
Blocks
Blocks

Motor
Motor
Blocks
Blocks

Start Block
Start Block

Motor This
Motor
Way
This
Block
Way Block
Sets theSets
motor
theto
motor
turn the
to turn
axlethe
in the
axle in the
direction
direction
shown and
shown
starts
andthe
starts
motor.
the motor.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
quickly
to quickly
changechange
the
the
direction
direction
of the rotation.
of the rotation.

When used,
Whenalways
used, always
placed placed
at the beginning
at the beginning
of a program
of a program
string. Press
string.on
Press
it toon
start
it to
the
start the
program
program
string you
string
have
you
written.
have written.

Start On
Start
Message
On Message
Block Block

When used,
Whenalways
used, always
placed placed
at the beginning
at the beginning
of a program
of a program
string. string.
It will wait
It will
forwait
the for
correct
the correct
message
message
and then
and then
start thestart
program
the program
string you
string
have
you
written.
have written.

Send Message
Send Message

Sends aSends
message
a message
to the Programming
to the Programming
Canvas.Canvas.
Every Start
Every
OnStart
Message
On Message
Block Block
with thewith
same
themessage
same message
will be activated.
will be activated.
The message
The message
can be can
in the
beform
in the
of form
text or
of text or
numbers.
numbers.

Wait For
Wait For

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
tell the
to tell
program
the program
to wait for
to wait for
something
something
to happen.
to happen.
It can wait
It can
forwait
a setfor a set
amountamount
of time of
or time
for input
or forfrom
input
a sensor.
from a sensor.
This block
Thisalways
block always
requiresrequires
input ininput
orderintoorder to
work properly.
work properly.

RepeatRepeat
Block Block

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
repeat
to actions.
repeat actions.
Blocks placed
Blocks placed
inside the
inside
Repeat
the Repeat
Block will
Block
be will be
looped.looped.
This can
This
also
can
bealso
called
be the
called
“loop
the “loop
block.” block.”
The loop
The
can
loop
be can
repeated
be repeated
forever,forever,
for a certain
for a certain
amountamount
of time,of
ortime,
until or until
something
something
happens.
happens.

Start On
Start
KeyOn
Press
Key Block
Press Block

When used,
Whenalways
used, always
placed placed
at the at the
beginning
beginning
of a program
of a program
string. Press
string.on
Press
it, on it,
or on the
or correct
on the correct
letter on
letter
the keyboard
on the keyboard
to start to
thestart
program
the program
string you
string
have
you have
written. written.
All of the
Allprogram
of the program
strings strings
with thewith the
same letter
samewill
letter
startwill
at start
the same
at thetime.
same time.
To change
To change
the letter
theofletter
activation,
of activation,
long long
press on
press
the block
on thetoblock
get access
to get access
to the to the
keyboard.
keyboard.

Motor That
MotorWay
ThatBlock
Way Block

Sets theSets
motor
theto
motor
turn the
to turn
axlethe
in the
axle in the
direction
direction
shown and
shown
starts
andthe
starts
motor.
the motor.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
quickly
to quickly
changechange
the
the
direction
direction
of the rotation.
of the rotation.

Motor Power
Motor Power
Block Block
Sets theSets
motor
the power
motor to
power
the specified
to the specified
level level
and starts
and the
starts
motor.
the The
motor.
level
Thecan
level
becan
set be set
with a numeric
with a numeric
input from
input
0 to
from
10. 0 to 10.
Motor On
Motor
For On
Block
For Block
Starts the
Starts
motor
thefor
motor
a chosen
for a chosen
amountamount
of time of time
specified
specified
in seconds.
in seconds.
The amount
The amount
of timeof time
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set with
be set
a numeric
with a numeric
input, using
input,whole
using whole
or decimal
or decimal
numbers.
numbers.
Motor Off
Motor
Block
Off Block
Stops any
Stops
movement
any movement
of the motor.
of the motor.

LED LED
Blocks
Blocks
Light Block
Light Block
Lights up
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the LED
up the
onLED
the Smarthub
on the Smarthub
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The
color
can be changed
specificspecific
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with with
a numeric
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0 and 10.
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Sound
Sound
Blocks
Blocks
Play Sound
Play Sound

Plays a Plays
sound.
a sound.
The sound
The is
sound
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a list available
a list available
within the
within
software.
the software.
You canYou
choose
can choose
a sounda using
soundausing
numeric
a numeric
input. Choose
input. Choose
sound number
sound number
0 to play
0 to
a play a
sound that
sound
youthat
have
you
recorded
have recorded
yourself.yourself.

Display
Display
Blocks
Blocks
DisplayDisplay
Background
Background

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
display
to display
an image
an chosen
image chosen
from a list
from
available
a list available
within the
within
software.
the software.
You canYou
setcan
an image
set an using
imageausing
numeric
a numeric
input. input.
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DisplayDisplay
Block Block

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
opentothe
open
display
the display
area onarea on
the software
the software
screen.screen.
Numbers
Numbers
or text will
or text will
appearappear
in the display
in the display
area. area.

Add toAdd
Display
to Display

Adds a Adds
quantity
a quantity
to the number
to the number
currently
currently
shown on
shown
the display.
on the display.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
add. to
Tap
add.
on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Subtract
Subtract
from Display
from Display

Subtracts
Subtracts
a quantity
a quantity
from the
from
number
the number
shown on
shown
the display.
on the display.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
subtract.
to subtract.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Multiply
Multiply
DisplayDisplay

Multiplies
Multiplies
the number
the number
shown shown
on the on
display
the display
by a specified
by a specified
number.number.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
multiply
to multiply
by.
by.
Tap on the
Tap block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the mathematical
the mathematical
operation.
operation.

Divide Divide
DisplayDisplay

DividesDivides
the number
the number
shown on
shown
the display
on the display
by another
by another
number.number.
Enter the
Enter
number
the number
you wish
you
to wish
divide
to by.
divide
Tap by.
on Tap
the block
on thetoblock to
changechange
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the mathematical
operation.
operation.

DisplayDisplay
ClosedClosed

Shake Shake

Inputs the
Inputs
Tilt the
Sensor
Tilt Sensor
mode “Shake”
mode “Shake”
to a
to a
block. block.

Tilt Down
Tilt Down
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Inputs
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mode “Tilt
mode
Down”
“Tilt to
Down”
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Tilt Up Tilt Up
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TiltWay
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Tilt This
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Way
This Way
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Tilt Sensor
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Inputs
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mode “No
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position)
position)
to a block.
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Distance
Distance
SensorSensor
Input Input

Inputs the
Inputs
value
thedetected
value detected
by the Motion
by the Motion
Sensor Sensor
(from 0 (from
to 10)0totoa 10)
block.
to a block.

Numeric
Numeric
and and
Text Text
Inputs
Inputs

Use thisUse
block
this to
block
closetothe
close
display
the display
area onarea on
the software
the software
screen.screen.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the size.the size.

Sound Sound
SensorSensor
Change
Change

DisplayDisplay
Medium
Medium
Size Size

Number
Number
Input Input

Use thisUse
block
thistoblock
set the
to set
display
the display
area to area to
mediummedium
size. size.
Tap on Tap
the block
on thetoblock
change
to change
the size.the size.

DisplayDisplay
Full Size
Full Size

Inputs the
Inputs
Sound
the Sensor
Sound Sensor
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(from
device)
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mode “sound
mode “sound
level change”
level change”
to a block.
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Text Input
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display
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Tap
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size. size.

DisplayDisplay
Input Input

Sensors
Sensors
Inputs
Inputs

Random
Random
Input Input

Any Distance
Any Distance
Change
Change

Inputs the
Inputs
Motion
the Motion
Sensor Sensor
mode “Any
mode “Any
Distance
Distance
Change”
Change”
to a block.
to a block.

Distance
Distance
Change
Change
CloserCloser
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Inputs
Motion
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mode mode
“decreasing
“decreasing
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distance
between
between
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the
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and an and
object”
an object”
to a block.
to a block.

Inputs the
Inputs
numeric
the numeric
value shown
value shown
on the on
dis-the display area
play
to area
a block.
to a block.
Inputs aInputs
random
a random
value tovalue
a block.
to a block.
The range
The of
range
numbers
of numbers
is determined
is determined
by the by the
block toblock
which
toitwhich
is attached.
it is attached.

Other
Other
Blocks
Blocks
BubbleBubble

Use theUse
bubble
the bubble
to inserttocomments
insert comments
into your
into your
program.
program.
This is not
Thisaisprogramming
not a programming
block. block.

Distance
Distance
Change
Change
FurtherFurther

Inputs the
Inputs
Motion
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Sensor Sensor
mode mode
“increasing
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the
sensor sensor
and an and
object”
an object”
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Glossary
accessible

Something that is easy for all people to use

alarm

A signal, such as a noise or light, that alerts people

architect

A person who designs buildings

boomtown

FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. Expo

An event where FIRST LEGO League Jr. teams
come together to show what they learned during
the Challenge season; each team presents its Team
Model and Show Me poster to volunteers called
reviewers, and each team member gets an award

Inspire Model

A community that experiences sudden and
fast growth; the fictional town featured in the
BOOMTOWN BUILDSM Challenge is called
Boomtown

A Challenge-specific model that is built from LEGO®
elements included in the Inspire Set and that must
be incorporated into the Team Model; the Inspire
Model for the BOOMTOWN BUILD Challenge is a
LEGO crane/elevator

Boomtown Build

Inspire Set

The building that a FIRST ® LEGO® League Jr. team
designs and creates for Boomtown; the Team Model
for the BOOMTOWN BUILD Challenge

A Challenge-specific LEGO® Education set
containing about 700 LEGO elements that a team
can use to build its Team Model

builder

motor

A person who builds buildings

building site

A place where a building is constructed or repaired

community

An area where people live, work, and play

core values

Guidelines that help people know how to act; the
Core Values of FIRST ® are: Discovery, Innovation,
Impact, Inclusion, Teamwork, and Fun

crane

A machine that picks things up and moves them
from one place to another

durable

Something that is built to be strong and last a
long time

earthquake

The shaking of Earth’s surface caused when
underground rock suddenly moves or breaks

A machine that can be used to make something
else move

motorize

To give something a motor to make it move

natural disaster

An event caused by nature that can damage or
destroy things; earthquakes, floods, tornadoes, and
forest fires are examples

Show Me poster

The poster that a FIRST LEGO League Jr.
team creates to show what they learned and
accomplished during the Challenge season

solar panel

A device that can change sunlight into electricity

solution

A way to solve a problem

Team Model

A person who designs solutions to problems

The model that a FIRST LEGO League Jr. team
designs and builds using LEGO elements and
that includes the Challenge-specific Inspire Model
and at least one motorized part programmed with
LEGO Education WeDo 2.0; the Team Model for
the BOOMTOWN BUILD Challenge is called the
Boomtown Build

engineering design process

wheelchair

elevator

A machine that carries people or things up and
down between the floors of a building

engineer

The steps that an engineer uses to design a solution
to a problem: Explore a problem; Create one or more
solutions; Test the solutions; Share what you learn

environmentally friendly

Something that is designed to help keep
Earth healthy
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A chair with wheels to help people move around

wind turbine

A machine that turns the moving energy of wind
into power

Notes and Drawing Area
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Name:
Team Name:
Boomtown is
growing. We need
your help!

Can you design and
create a building for
our town?

Be sure to share
what you learn!
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